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On January 10, 1954, the journalist and author Godfrey Blunden sent a letter to Harold Isaacs, a member of the Department of Political Science at MIT, asking for help on a novel he planned to write:
The novel […] is about some New York and Connecticut people, among them a mathematician. I have got involved in the notion that in a highly mechanised society the "pure" mathematician is pretty much under pressure from the physicists, economists and statisticians to produce new theorems which may be of practical use in the applied fields […] I am thinking of a theorem, or a calculus, as fundamental to the analysis of our social economy as the Archimedian geometry was to the great builders, the infinitesimal [sic] calculus to the age of motion, the theory of ralativity [sic] to the atomic physicists. Which is the same thing as saying that a mathematician may (or may fail) to answer some deep need in his society.
[…] I just want to see how they do it. In other words I want to have a look at the kind of thing my man might be expected to turn out (Blunden to Isaacs, January 10, 1954, Box 53, File B: 7 of 7).
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Isaacs forwarded Blunden's letter to Robert M. Solow, a colleague in the Economics Department. Solow thought himself the right person to answer Blunden's question since " [t] he area where economic theory, mathematics, and statistics run together is exactly my line of work." Contrary to Blunden's suggestion, Solow did not emphasize the great advantages of "pure mathematics" in economics but instead pointed out the difficulties that arise when formulating "complicated economic systems in mathematical terms":
What holds up the analysis is not any gaps in mathematical knowledge. […] Nor is it the lack of large-scale computing machinery. The bottleneck is that the functions and relationships that make up a theoretical model have to be given some empirical form and content. Information of this kind has to come from observation and statistical calculation. But it takes a year to get a year's figures on consumption and investment and inventories and so forth. And it takes many years' figures before any statistical sense can be made: the irregular, non-systematic element in economic life is far from trivial. And by the time the years have passed, the quantities and relations one is trying to estimate will probably have changed in some substantial but unknown way. The mathematics that appears in modern economic theory is by no means elementary; but it seems unlikely that any purely mathematical discovery would set economics on its ear (Solow to Blunden, January 26, 1954 , Box 53, File B: 7 of 7).
According to Solow, mathematical knowledge was indeed useful for economic analysis in a "highly mechanised society," but the crucial aspect of economic research was the empirical content given to a mathematical model. However, as Solow knew from his own experience, empirical research was tedious, time-and cost-intensive. At the time of writing the letter, he was engaged in research on dynamic programming and linear modeling. Only two years later Solow published "a simple model" in his "Contribution to the Theory of Economic Growth." This model was not the first to show a balanced growth path not entirely dependent on capital accumulation. Neither was his empirical model published in 1957 the first to claim that productivity growth in the U.S. had come from the contribution of a residual (cf. Crafts 2009, 200) . Instead, what set Solow's model apart from earlier contributions was the form of the object he created: a simple, clean, and tractable, yet fully articulated and empirically usable artifact.
2 It became the standard growth model of neoclassical macroeconomics, an "engine of research" that was easy to use, adopt, extend and apply in a variety of different projects (see Boianovsky and Hoover, this volume Godfrey Blunden never finished his novel. Had he done so, he might have told the story of the postwar development of a specific way of doing economics, one that combined simple mathematical models with econometrics, but was less complex, and less laborious than large-scale empirical research. A way of doing economics that created small and tractable artifacts that were easy to investigate, to extend, and to apply, yet embodied high hopes of producing useful, and practical knowledge for economic governance.
1 The "Collapsed Production Function"
We might, when we look at economic modeling as a research practice that consists in the construction of artifacts, through tracking the components of a specific model, get a grip on the specificities of the model as well as on the context out of which it developed. The "collapsed production function" was a major component of Solow's 1956 model. In 1948 , while a graduate student in economics at Harvard, Solow worked at the Harvard Economic Research Project (HERP), calculating the first set of capital coefficients for input-output models. 4 In the late 1940s input-output research at HERP was directed at investigating the feasibility of wartime mobilization plans (Preliminary Report of the Final Progress Report 1950, Leontief Papers, HUG 4517.5, Box 8, Folder: Progress Reports) . To that end, Leontief and his assistants produced large input-output tables of 500 economic sectors that were meant to "visualize" the national economy as a system of industries mutually interrelated via their "capital structure." The data stemmed from what Leontief described as "direct empirical information" (Leontief 1953, 14) : In addition to corporation-and government agency-reports, papers in trade journals, and engineering handbooks, HERP gathered data from production officials, design engineers, technicians, and other experts. 5 Turned into matrix form, the input-output tables enabled the formulation of linear equations systems of so-called "technical" production functions with linear technologies. These were understood to provide a "more realistic" account of production than the smooth differentiable production function of "traditional neoclassical theory" (cf. Mirowski 1989, ch. 6; Boumans 2012, 8; Backhouse 2012a, 42 Carter (2012) . 6 The label "traditional theory" referred to the received theory of production from the 1930s, consisting basically of Cassel's version of the Walrasian system. Solow for instance mentioned Schneider (1934) as one of the most commonly used textbooks at the time (Interview Solow 2011). 7 Thomas (this volume) also provides a short account of the conference and shows how economists selectively used OR's decision models in order to model economic dynamics. Düppe and Weintraub (2014) focus on the emergence of a new community of mathematical economists that took mathematical values of rigor and axiomatization for granted while disengaging with the intellectual values that had shaped economics departments before World War II. Backhouse (2012a) puts Paul Samuelson's relation to the conference in the center and shows that he had been working on the relationship between linear models and smooth, differentiable production function models since he started at RAND in 1949. in wartime research in order to work out efficient ways to achieve specified objectives. The major aim of the conference participants was now to investigate how far these techniques might shed new light on traditional economic theory. The production of a whole economy was looked at as an "efficient combination of activities" (Koopmans 1951a, 33) in the form of a system of linear equations where commodities are transformed into each other at constant returns to scale.
There was a certain tension at the conference: on the one hand, if one approach was dominant, it was Leontief's input-output analysis. On the other hand, Leontief's most prominent concern, namely how to gather and deal with data in order to give "a description of the capital structure of the economy" (Progress Report 1950, op. cit.) , was almost absent (cf. Backhouse 2012a, 29-34) . Since HERP's capital coefficients were taken to be given by engineers and therefore would not change, they entered inputoutput analysis as fixed. The participants of the Activity Analysis Conference considered the fixed coefficient form too narrow an assumption, thereby brushing aside the issue of measurement. Paul
Samuelson for instance redefined the fixed coefficients as equilibrium positions: "all desirable substitutions have already been made by the competitive market, and no variation in the composition of final output or in the total quantity of labor will give rise to price change or substitution" (Samuelson 1951, 142-3) . In his substitution theorem Samuelson interpreted HERP's coefficients as the solution to a system of substitutable production functions, as a social optimum that was independent of the marketchanges in final output or the total quantity of labor would not give rise to "price change or substitution."
Samuelson identified that optimum with the equilibrium of neoclassical production theory: the relative equilibrium prices are identical to the "shadow prices" or "efficiency prices," i.e., the dual variables of linear programming as given via the input coefficient matrix. In this way, the model became possible to integrate with traditional neoclassical theory (cf. Backhouse 2012a, 18-9; Akhabbar 2006), paving the way for Solow's growth model.
In 1951 Robert Solow received an invitation from Charles J. Hitch to spend some time at the RAND Corporation to work on "problems connected with dynamics of input/output models" (Herr to Solow, April 25, 1951 ; Box 59, File Rand Corporation, 2 of 3). 8 Solow had been recruited to MIT the year before, and, in close cooperation with Samuelson, had started to investigate "optimization over time in Leontief and other dynamic input-output models," including the stability of growth systems and "optimal capital programming over time" (Solow to Friedman, October 25, 1954 , Box 55, File F: 3 of 3). Linear systems showed efficiently working production in which equilibrium was divorced from market activities. With the duality theorems of linear programming this equilibrium was interpreted as an outcome of competitive market processes, but lacked any price, interest, and wage dynamics. Solow's "[e] conomic intuition" said that this was "all wrong" (Solow 1953-54, 79) . Consequently, he aimed to develop an appropriate price theory for dynamical input-output systems.
In the course of "simplifying" a dynamic input-output system to teach to his students at MIT, he came up with the idea of a "one-commodity-world" (Solow 1953-54, 75 ). HERP's input-output models were already based on the concept of dividing industries into several sub-industries "such that the achieved detailed information of sub-industries could then be 'collapsed' into a single aggregate industry so as to reduce the amount of necessary computations" (Progress Report 1950, op. cit.) . Similarly, Solow collapsed various capital inputs in a single index, resulting in the "collapsed production function" that showed output as a function of inputs of labor and "capital-in-general." Unlike HERP's input-output tables, this production function was not about "visualizing" the capital structure of a national economy; and unlike the heterogeneous capital-goods models that Samuelson and Solow worked on at the time, it was 8 Solow had received almost all his professional training at Harvard with the exception of one year he spent at Columbia University since "it was impossible to obtain anything beyond an elementary education in mathematical statistics at Harvard" (Application for a NSF senior postdoctoral fellowship October 10, 1962, Box 58, file N: 1 of 2 In the spirit of the unification endeavors of the Cowles Commission's Activity Analysis Conference, which put forth the formal similarities between linear programming models and "traditional economic theory,"
Solow had identified a "strong analogy" between "Leontief's and Mr. Harrod's system" (Solow 1953-54, 74 ). Building on this analogy he now presented his own aggregative model as "a model of long-run growth which accepts all the Harrod-Domar assumptions except that of fixed proportions" (Solow 1956, 66) . The "Harrod-Domar model" was one of the dominant research sites in the immediate postwar era -"countless craftsmen" had made it the "most over-worked tool in economics" (Tobin to Solow, March 19, 1959 , Box 61, File T: 2 of 2). By dropping the assumption that production takes place under conditions of fixed proportions, which Solow claimed to have found in both Leontief's and Harrod's work, he aimed at repudiating the so-called "knife-edge" of the "Harrod-Domar line of thought."
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The collapsed production function showed a model economy producing a single commodity ( ) 9 Samuelson and Solow (1956) extended Ramsey's growth model to the case of numerous consumers and heterogeneous capital goods. As a by-product of their dynamic programming work the authors showed that the necessary condition for optimality over time was identical in the cases of one capital good and many capital goods, thus arguing for a heuristic use of a homogenous capital substance. See Wulwick (1990, 20-34) and Sent (1998, 40) . On the development of Dorfman, Samuelson and Solow (1958) see Backhouse (2012b) . 10 Alternately, Solow referred to "the Harrod-Domar line of thought" and "Harrod's model." Interestingly, what Solow associated with Harrod bore hardly any resemblance to Harrod's own work, but drew instead on the Harrod-Domar literature that developed only after the war. For the reception of Harrod's work as a model of growth see Besomi (2001) . For an interpretation of Solow's reading of Harrod's work see Halsmayer and Hoover (2013) .
with constant returns to scale and smooth substitution between capital and labor. It was embedded in the model with the following assumptions: there is a constant savings rate ( ) so that savings = ; there is "no scarce nonaugmentable resource like land"; prices and wages are fully flexible; there is constant full employment of factors of production; and ex ante is always equal to ex post investment (cf. Halsmayer and Hoover 2013, 6 ). In the model world of perfect foresight and perfect competition, the "fundamental equation" shows its equilibrium mechanism: ̇= ( , 1) − (Solow 1956, 69) . The change of the capital-labor ratio equals the difference of two terms. The first term indicates the amount of investment (equal to saving) in the model economy, while the second term indicates the amount of investment needed to maintain the work force (expanding at rate ) at the same capital-labor ratio, so that the difference between them (i.e., the amount of capital surplus to requirement) indicates the rate at which the capital-labor ratio changes. Solow then demonstrated the stability of the equilibrium value * by
showing how the capital-labor ratio changes over time when ≠ * : "Whatever the initial value of the capital-labor ratio, the system will develop toward a state of balanced growth at the natural rate" (Solow 1956, 70) .
The closed form of the model made graphic representation straightforward. Drawing different shapes for the productivity curve, Solow demonstrated that this stability would apply only when production took place under the "usual neoclassical conditions" of variable proportions and constant returns to scale, "[the] system can adjust to any given rate of growth of the labor force, and eventually approach a state of steady proportional expansion" (Solow 1956, 73) . He backed up his conclusion with the analytical treatment of three different cases: the Harrod-Domar case (exhibiting fixed proportions and therefore the "knife-edge" property), the Cobb-Douglas function (where the natural rate of growth equals the warranted rate as a consequence of demand-supply adjustments), and the whole family of constantreturns-to-scale production functions (differing from the Cobb-Douglas case in that production is possible with only one factor).
After constructing the model and investigating its properties, Solow extended his analysis by introducing small changes ceteris paribus in order to see whether the model economy with Cobb-Douglas production would still find its way to the stable equilibrium path (Solow 1956, 86) . One of these "experiments," as Solow called them, was to introduce technological change by letting it float "down from the outside" (Solow 1959, 90) . The collapsed production function was supplemented by a separate term ( ) accounting for changes of technology: = ( ) ( , ) (Solow 1956, 85) .
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The key characteristic of Solow's working object was simplicity: "[a] good model makes the right strategic simplifications. In fact, a really good model is one that generates a lot of understanding from focusing on a very small number of causal arrows" (Solow 1956, 92) . The decision which strategic simplifications to choose lies in the hands of the modeler, and unlike HERP's input-output models, Solow's target was not production but growth. Hence, Solow defended the assumption of homogeneous capital, but was critical of his assumption of perfect foresight. 12 By pointing out the strong assumptions of the absence of risk and uncertainty, a fixed average propensity to save, and no monetary complications, he made clear that he was dealing with a "model economy" (Solow 1956, 78) Retrospectively, Solow described modeling as a trial-and-error process, a sort of "tinkering with the theory of economic growth" (Solow 1988, 308) . As Morgan (2012, 25 ) points out, model-building is not driven by a mechanical process, and involves not only the relevant articulated scientific knowledge, but also the modeler's craft-based, tacit knowledge as well as her "intuitive, imaginative, and creative qualities." Modeling is both a craft and an art: "[W]hat model building probably isn't, is a science, in the sense that I doubt that you can reduce model building to a model of model building" (Solow Interview 2011) . Hence, in the first place, Solow's model served as a "working object." 14 Interacting with the 13 Solow retrospectively puts these two kinds of models in opposition: "Either you can work it out mathematically or, and of course this was less true when I started in the 1950s, you can do computation, which you couldn't do then, so there was a bigger premium on simplicity in the 1950s and 60s than there is now" (Interview Solow 2011, 3). 14 Daston and Galison (1992, 85) define the working objects of science as being "not yet concepts, much less conjectures or theories; they are the materials from which concepts are formed and to which they are applied." See also Morgan (2012, 387-9 US-American-with English economics, characterizing the former as "more scientific, exploratory, more professional, more serious, and borne out by the higher degree of specialisation" (Sargent talk, op. cit., 6).
He complemented this characterization with an account of the personal qualities he saw in American economists. Among these he emphasized the craft-aspect of a modeling enterprise, the -indeed truly "American" -quality of an "exploratory spirit," which could "in no way be better felt than by reading consecutively Robert Solow's 'Contribution to the Theory of Economic Growth' and Mrs. Robinson's 'Accumulation of Capital'." Putting aside the all too common dismissal of Joan V. Robinson and her work, it is striking that, for Sargent, what made Solow's work special was an ability associated with the skills of the modeler as a craftsperson: "No American economist ever thinks; he uses his analytical tools to arrive at meaningful theorems" (Sargent talk, op. cit., 3). Solow would distinguish himself precisely by not following mathematical rules, but by "being careless," by experimenting with ideas and by departing "from the 15 Eventually, the talk was published in Sargent (1963) . The year after, Sargent founded the Department of Economics at the University of Warwick, modeled after the kind of "American economics" he had investigated in his talk. The department was supposed to "use, and train its students to use the critical mathematical tools needed for analysis of complex economic issues" (Muthoo 2004 ). On the spread of what Sargent called "American economics" see also Section 6. standards of rigour" (Sargent talk, op. cit., 5): "What is important is that the willingness to innovate exists.
The experiment may fail, or it may succeed; but something may be gained, and nothing will be lost, by trying" (Sargent talk, op. cit., 4 ).
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The model as an instrument of measurement
In an extensive chapter entitled "Qualifications" Solow emphasized that policy conclusions should not be directly drawn from his model. By assuming perfect foresight he had swept aside all kinds of Keynesian rigidities:
Everything above is the neoclassical side of the coin. Most especially it is full employment economicsin the dual aspect of equilibrium condition and frictionless, competitive, causal system.
[…] It is not my contention that these problems [of Keynesian income analysis] don't exist, nor that they are of no significance in the long run" (Solow 1956, 91) .
The point of Solow's model was not "to discuss the bearing of the previous highly abstract analysis on the practical problems of economic stabilization." It was instead supposed to serve as "a theoretical counterpart" to the "practical possibilities" of maintaining full employment (Solow 1956, 93) . When reacting to Robinson's early critique of the use of a homogenous capital substance (Robinson 1953-54 ), Solow defended the collapsed production function on pragmatic grounds: it would simply be "useful", since it enabled the measurement of and in the same units (Solow 1955-56, 103) .
In 1957 Solow applied his growth model to time series data. He estimated the long-term rates of technical change by using the collapsed production function as a simple factor-share device. Written in "intensive form," each point of the production function associated a level of capital-labor ratio with a level of labor productivity (i.e., the output-labor ratio). The state of technology ( ) -only later referred to as "total factor productivity" -was identified as an exogenous factor. Thus, changes in ( ) shift the production function. This kind of empirical work was not supposed to provide a test of Solow's 1956 model, the aggregate production function or of marginal productivity. Rather, it was a way of interpreting given time series data, assuming that they were generated from an aggregate production function and that the competitive marginal-product-relations applied (cf. Weintraub 1988, 367) 16 : if the observed factor shares were exactly constant, Solow's approach would "yield an exact Cobb-Douglas and tuck everything else into the shift factor" (Solow 1974, 121) . 17 While Robinson had contested the theoretical compatibility, and logical consistency of Solow's model, Solow presented it as a useful instrument for measuring "technological change" enabling the estimation of "a single production function for society," as Samuelson (1962, 193) would eventually call it.
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The model as a prototype Like Sargent, Solow emphasized the "exploratory spirit" of his artisanal engagement as a "reconnaissance exercise":
I am trying to express an attitude towards the building of very simple models. I don't think that models like this lead directly to prescription for policy or even to detailed diagnosis.
[…] They are more like reconnaissance exercises. If you want to know what it's like out there, it's all right to send two or three fellows in sneakers to find out the lay of the land and whether it will support human life. If it turns out to be worth settling, then that requires an altogether bigger operation. The job of building usable larger-scale econometric models on the basis of whatever analytical insights come from simple models is much more difficult and less glamorous (Solow 1970, 105) .
Here, Solow alluded to the function of his model as a prototype: the simple model served as a closed, clean and transparent world that could be manipulated and investigated. The simplicity of the model enables the modeler-economist to enter a new, unexplored, world. If the simple model proved productive it would provide a basis for building more complex econometric models. In retrospect, Solow would describe his pen-and-pencil operation as an engineering enterprise, not in the sense of engineering the macroeconomy but as "engineering in the design sense." Economists as "engineers in the design sense" do not design the economy -they design a model economy, which serves not only as a working object and instrument for measurement, but also as a kind of prototype for more complex measuring rods (Interview Solow 2011).
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The image of the design model as a prototype is found in several places in the contemporary literature. Oskar Morgenstern, for instance, explicated how simple models -"with proper abstractions and simplifications" -are used to investigate "the general properties of a system by its manipulation on the basis of a theory of the system" (Morgenstern 1954, 499-500) . As an example from another field, Morgenstern mentioned the model of an airplane. Instead of computing the breaking point or determining it with a real plane, a model of an airplane is "put into a wind-tunnel and is exposed to stresses until it breaks" (Morgenstern 1954, 501) . Such experiments could be carried out repeatedly with all kinds of variations in the smaller model. Correspondingly, the major asset of small models is their simplicity, because, if they are more complicated, they "lose their didactic value of visualizing economic interdependencies" (Morgenstern 1954, 504) .
Similarly, Solow (1956) developed three cases with three different production functions -the Harrod-Domar case, the Cobb-Douglas case, and the set of constant-returns-to-scale production functions.
In order to see what effects specific changes (introduction of technological change, a personal income tax, variable population growth, etc.) would have on the dynamic model economy, Solow used the case of the Cobb-Douglas production function: "generality leads to complications, and instead I turn [...] to the tractable Cobb-Douglas function" (Solow 1956, 86) . In his empirical application, Solow (1957) used a general constant-returns-to-scale production function. The Harrod-Domar case was presented as exhibiting a design-flaw: the constant capital coefficient led to the "knife-edge," in which any step away from the warranted rate of growth led to collision with a full employment ceiling or to mass unemployment and depression. Therefore, neither the Harrod-Domar case nor the "Leontief production function" was seen as a suitable component of a design for larger-scale econometric models.
In the second edition of The Keynesian Revolution, Lawrence Klein argued for a similar view of simple models as design tools for more complex ones. He presented the Keynesian model of income determination (with the three pillars of the propensity to save, the marginal efficiency of capital schedule and the liquidity-preference function) as a "pedagogical model" that had "teaching attributes," but provided "only a crude framework for thinking and illustrating main ideas" (Klein 1968, 193) . 19 Klein noted that "intelligent discussion cannot be carried on unless this system is expanded to include fifteen to twenty or even more equations. In current econometric model construction, I am working with some macro-systems that have more than 100 equations" (Klein 1968, 223) . The very simplicity that made a model useful for teaching purposes restricted its usefulness for dealing with complex data. In order to "explain the determination of output, employment, wage rate, price level, interest rate, and other variables" it had to be extended in a number of directions (Klein 1968, 212-3) . The Klein-Goldberger model (1955) and the Brookings model are just two of many macroeconometric models constructed in the 1960s (cf. Nerlove 1966; Bodkin, Klein and Marwah 1991) . Solow thought his simple model to provide a design for more complex constructions, among them dynamic input-output models, on which he had worked together with Samuelson in the 1950s, and multi-sectoral models such as Johansen (1960) .
Eventually, despite disagreeing with this line of research, Solow (1957) provided the prototype for a vast literature on "growth accounting," measuring changes in total factor productivity and the quantities of output and input (cf. Snowdon and Vane 1999, 277) .
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19 I will deal with Solow's model as a "teaching object" in the next section. 20 Mata and Louça (2009) show how the "Solow's growth residual" developed a life of its own, being given to multiple uses -rhetorical, symbolic, and instrumental.
As Mirowski (1989, 328) and Sent (1998, 57) MIT is, and so the notion that one of the functions of a professor of engineering is not necessarily to build a bridge but to design a bridge [...] came perfectly natural to us at MIT" (Interview with Solow, 2011; cf. Cherrier, this volume). After being involved in national planning and defense on an unprecedented scale during World War II, MIT aimed to return to its alleged primary mission: the professional education "of imaginative and creative leadership" (Report of The Committee on Educational Survey to the faculty of MIT, 1949, 4-5) . To this end the humanities and social sciences should form a unified academic community with engineering, science, architecture and planning in order to launch "a coöperative attack on vitally important problems and a good educational unit for the development of leaders for a technological world" (Report Educational Survey 1949, op. cit., 46) . Economics was thus considered an important part of a strong professional education not only for economists, but for businesspeople, and engineers alike.
One of the economists recruited to meet the increased teaching needs in the social sciences was Robert Solow (cf. Cherrier, this volume) . In making dynamic economic issues intelligible to his engineering students, Solow had formulated the collapsed production function, the essential component of his design model. He used his simple model as a teaching device, i.e., as a "crude framework for thinking and illustrating main ideas" (Klein 1968, 193) . One of the concern regarding the use of design models as teaching objects was that students and teachers too often stuck with these simple models: they were "too taken with technique and theory," and did not care enough "about the practical meaning" of what they were doing (Solow to Hunter, October 26, 1955 
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Building simple, transparent and exploratory design models, and conducting econometric applications with a focus on clear-cut definitions and closed systems became the "proper" way of doing economics, and was associated with MIT from the 1960s on. MIT's students -whether destined to become modeler-economists themselves, experts in government or informed businesspersons -learned the craft: they were trained to reason with simple models, and to perceive economics as a "modeling science." As a teacher, Solow wrote shoals of letters of recommendations to help place the newly 21 Also Joan Robinson pondered the pedagogical problems of simple models: "The dominance in neoclassical economic teaching of the concept of a production function […] has had an enervating effect upon the development of the subject, for by concentrating upon the question of the proportions of factors it had distracted attention from the more difficult but more rewarding questions of the influences governing the supplies of the factors and the causes and consequences of technical change" (Robinson 1953-54, 81 The "engineer in the design sense" as a technical expert
Solow's design model was used for various purposes: as a working object it served as a clean and transparent world for investigating utopian long-run equilibrium growth; as an instrument of measurement it was applied to time series data; as a teaching object it helped "spreading the technique."
Used as some kind of prototype the design model was supposed to feed into larger-scale econometric models, and it was these models that lent legitimacy to the modeler-economist as a technical expert.
In a review of the Activity Analysis conference volume Solow stated that "[Koopman's] theorem is of immense significance for welfare economics, and for the possibility of a decentralized mechanism of economic planning" (Solow 1952, 427) . Input-output modeling and linear programming were "technical economics proper" concerning, as Leontief would later describe it, the "effective application of mathematical methods to the operational solution of many practical economic problems" (Leontief 1965, 46) . While input-output analysis models, and linear programming provided tools for directly solving "practical economic problems," such as the feasibility of production plans or the efficient allocation and utilization of economic resources on the level of a plant, an industry, or the entire economy, Solow's design model did not extend to direct application to economic problems, and the question of how the characteristics of the small, well-working design would apply to the kinds of phenomena that economic policy-makers were interested in was addressed by Solow as a matter of interpretation, involving further resources, i.e., different kinds of knowledge (Interview Solow 2011). However, the "usable larger-scale macroeconometric models" that were supposed to be built on the basis of the insights gained from the A few months after writing this letter, Solow himself joined the CEA, chaired by Walter Heller. The kind of technical expertise that Solow and others provided came with left-liberal Keynesian views. Planning to dampen cycles, to create economic growth, low inflation, and low unemployment was a rather neutral concept; it was seen as an organizational necessity rather than a political option (cf. Düppe and Weintraub 2014 , 25 with regard to Koopmans). As Solow noted in the early 1960s:
Nowadays it has become clear that economic planning is a matter of degree, not a matter of Manchester liberalism on one side and Big Brother on the other. The government has an important guiding role even in capitalist countries, and the degree of centralization varies widely among socialist countries […] Instead of a full dress theory of economic planning, what makes more sense now is plain economic analysis and discussion of general principles, which will no doubt apply differently in different institutional contexts (Manuscript Review Dobb "Economic Growth and Planning," Box 54, D: 4 of 4).
Solow's model embodied the utopian idea that in the long run there would be another, better, world that was possible to reach through the appropriate macroeconomic planning (cf. Toye 2009, 222) .
With the design model developing a life of its own it became a symbol for the view that "there was nothing wrong with capitalism," even though Solow did not intend to provide an image of the long-term development of "the economy," and his interest in medium-run dynamics notwithstanding (cf. Assous 2013). He was to regret having unleashed "a standing temptation to sound like Dr. Pangloss" on behalf of the economics profession (Solow 1988, 309; cf. Mata and Louça 2009 ).
